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A study was conducted to assess Treaty Oak Community
College's (Treaty Oak) accomplishment of its mission in
terms of responding to the educational and training needs
of the community.

A questionnaire was sent to students

who were enrolled in a program of study from 1986-1989.
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This survey was to evaluate the assistance Treaty Oak
gives students in reaching their goals, to determine
employment or student status and to assess the
effectiveness of the academic and student services at
Treaty Oak.

A second questionnaire was sent to local

businesses to evaluate the contribution that Treaty Oak
makes in meeting the business community's needs.
Evaluation of the treatment is in percentage form.
students responding to the survey indicated that they
primarily chose to attend Treaty Oak because it was close
to their home.

Other reasons noted were that it is

inexpensive and the quality of the courses and programs
offered.

The primary goals of students attending Treaty

Oak are to obtain an Associate degree, to obtain skills
needed for entry into a new or different job and to
complete courses for transfer to a four-year institution.
Most students indicated that their primary goals were
reached by the time they left Treaty Oak and that they
•,

were satisfied with the assistance provided to them by
Treaty Oak in reaching their goals.
The overall rating for quality of instruction at
Treaty Oak was high.

Most student services and facilities

also received a high rating.

The exceptions were:

Parking, Student Activities and Student Lounge.
The majority of students who reported that they were
working hold full-time jobs.

A high degree of overall job
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satisfaction was reported.

However, salary and

opportunity for advancement received low ratings.

Those

students who continued their education at a four-year
institution reported no problems with transferring credits
and showed a high degree of success at the university
level.
The survey sent to local business showed that most
advertise positions open by using the newspaper, word of
mouth and other employees.

Human relations and personal

skills were reported as being the most desireable traits
that office personnel could possess.

A low percentage of

respondents replied that Treaty Oak graduates are in their
employ.
Employment tests were not reported used by most
respondents.

When rating desired attributes of

prospective employees, employers reported public relations
skills, reliability, responsibility and dependability, and
professionalism as the most desireable.
It was reported that an entry-level position in
accounting performs cash receipts, posting and petty cash
duties.

Computer training of entry-level accounting

employees as well as accounting principles was preferred
by most employers.

It was reported that a second year of

accounting would help secure an entry-level accounting
position.
Stenographic skills were not required by most
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employers but were considered an advantage.

Weaknesses in

typewriting skills reported were spelling and accuracy.
In terms of filing systems, manual systems and alphabetic
classification were used the most.
Programming was not expected of entry-level computer
employees.

However, employers did expect that entry-level

computer employees be knowledgeable about word processing,
database, and operating systems software.

Accounting

software received the highest rating in terms of
importance to the respondents' businesses.
Office equipment reported used included calculators,
typewriters and computers.

IBM compatibles were the most

popular brand of computers reported.
Businesses responding to the survey indicated entrylevel employees need to know more about pride in work,
basic skills, computer familiarity, honesty, willingness
to learn, professionalism, ability to meet the public, and
attitudes.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this study was to assess Treaty Oak
community College's accomplishment of its mission in terms
of responding to the educational and training needs of the
community.
SUBPROBLEMS
The First Subproblem
The first subproblem was to evaluate the assistance
Treaty Oak Community College gives students in reaching
their educational goals, to ascertain information
concerning students• occupation and/or student status, and
to assess the perceived quality of Treaty Oak's academic
and student services.
The Second Subproblem
The second subproblem was to evaluate Treaty Oak
Community College's contribution to the goals of the
business community and to ascertain information from
businesses concerning their needs.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The first objective of this study was to examine the
first subproblem by answering the following set of
questions.
1.

What are the reasons that students choose to attend
Treaty Oak Community College?

2.

What are the primary reasons that students do not
complete a program of study at Treaty Oak Community
College?

3.

What are the primary goals of students attending
Treaty Oak Community College?

4.

Are students' primary goals achieved by the time they
leave Treaty Oak Community College?

5.

How much do students feel Treaty Oak Community College
assisted them in reaching their goals?

6.

How do former Treaty Oak Community College students
rate the quality of instruction received?

7.

How do former students rate the quality of student
services and facilities at Treaty Oak Community
College?

8.

What is the employment status of Treaty Oak Community
College graduates?

9.

What is the educational status of Treaty Oak Community
College graduates?
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The second objective of the study was to examine the
second subproblem by answering the following questions:
1.

How do employers advertise for new employees?

2.

How do employers rate certain attributes of office
personnel?

3.

How do local businesses view Treaty Oak Community
College graduates as employees?

4.

In what areas do local businesses test prospective
off ice employees?

5.

How do employers rate certain attributes and traits in
prospective office employees?

6.

What knowledge and skills do employers expect an
entry-level accounting employee to possess?

7.

What are employers' expectations in terms of shorthand
and machine transcription for entry-level off ice
employees?

8.

What are employers' expectations in terms of
typewriting skills for entry-level office employees?

9.

What are employers' expectations in terms of file
management skills for entry-level off ice employees?

10.

What are employers' expectations in terms of
programming skills for entry-level computer employees?

11.

What office equipment are local businesses using?

12.

What computer equipment are local businesses using?

13.

What computer software are local businesses using?
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14.

What do employers expect in terms of an entry-level
employee's knowledge of computer software?

15.

What other general information does an entry-level
employee need to know about Information Processing
functions in today's office?

16.

What do employers think is the one most important
concept we should be teaching to community college
information processing students?
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This study included Treaty Oak Community College

credit students enrolled in a program of study and
businesses located in those towns served by Treaty Oak
Community College who advertise in the yellow pages.
LIMITATIONS
Interpretation of data from this study may be affected
by the sample which was restricted to those students who
could be located and to those students and businesses who
responded to the questionnaire.

Other limitations to be

considered include the respondents' truthfulness in
answering the questions and the interpretation of some of
the items on the instruments.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Some terms used in this study may need explanation or

clarification.

Abbreviations and definitions are listed

below:
Program of Study

A specific set of courses resulting in
a one-year certificate or two-year
degree awarded by Treaty Oak Community
College.

The degrees awarded are:

Associate of Arts, Associate of
Science, Associate of General studies,
Associate of Applied Science,
Management/Supervisory Development, and
Computer Information Systems
Programmer/Analyst.
awarded are:

Certificates

Accounting Clerk, General

Office Clerk, General Secretary,
Management and Supervisory Development
(Basic and Advanced), and Microcomputer
Information Systems.
Service Area

Those cities in which Treaty Oak
Community College full-time students
reside:

The Dalles, OR; Goldendale,

WA; Hood River, OR; White Salmon, WA;
Mosier, OR; Dallesport/Lyle, WA; Dufur,
OR; Parkdale, OR; Arlington, OR; Wamic,
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WA; Klickitat, WA; Underwood, WA;
Wishram, WA; Cascade Locks, OR; Wasco,
OR; Cook, WA; Glenwood, WA; and
Stevenson, WA.
Treaty Oak

Treaty Oak Community College.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

Educational institutions must be constantly striving
to maintain quality programs.

In order to preserve the

caliber of the community college programs and to meet the
challenges of the future, obtaining feedback from former
students and local employers is vital.
The last formal survey conducted by Treaty Oak of
students and local businesses was in 1984.

Considerable

growth in student enrollment and rapid technological
advances necessitated an update of the information.
Since its inception in 1977, Treaty Oak has been a
service district of Portland Community College.

Credits

awarded to Treaty Oak students are actually Portland
Community College credits.

In August of 1989, the citizens

of Wasco County voted to support Treaty Oak becoming
incorporated as an independent community college.
two- to five-year process has already begun.

This

As a part of

the process, Treaty Oak must be accredited and must
complete an extensive vocational program evaluation.

This
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study will provide valuable information to Treaty Oak
during the accreditation and evaluation procedures.
SUMMARY

Two important objectives of the community college
should be to serve its students and to meet the needs of
the community to the fullest extent possible.

In order to

evaluate an institution's effectiveness in achieving these
objectives, information must be gleaned from those who are
affected -- students and the local community.

Responses to

the survey can be used to help determine how effective
Treaty Oak Community College has been in meeting students
needs and those of the local community.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Parnell (1985:87) has called for community colleges to
pursue a higher level of excellence in order to meet the
needs of the future.

It has been predicted that more and

more students will select the community college as their
choice for postsecondary education (Commission on the
Future of Community Colleges

1988:~).

The higher cost of a

four-year college, the increase in jobs that do not require
a baccalaureate degree and the need for upskilling of jobs
will precipitate this move.

In fact, community colleges

have become the largest single sector of higher education
in the United States with approximately 43 percent of the
nation's undergraduates and 51 percent of all first-time
incoming freshmen enrolled (Commission of the Future of
Community Colleges:£).
Kotler, as quoted by Midgen (1987:179), suggests that
an organization can be either responsive or nonresponsive
to its constituents' needs and attitudes.

A responsive

organization has the following characteristics:
1.

It has an interest in learning about
the needs and satisfaction of its
constituents and employees informationgathering techniques such as surveys;
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2.

3.

It encourages constituents to submit
inquires, complaints, and evaluations
and creates a system to facilitate the
gathering of this information: and
It adjusts products or services,
whenever warranted, based on the
information.

In order to be responsive to our constituents, community
colleges can utilize surveys to obtain information which
will better help us meet the needs of the students and
community we serve.
Community colleges must meet the challenges to develop
programs that keep pace with technological changes and that
recognize the individual needs of those who will comprise
the work force of the future (Berger 1989:30).

Berger and

Daugherty (1989:31) also challenge the community college to
assist business and industry in meeting the needs of the
future, to understand basic values of workers and students,
to instill the value of quality in students, to rise to the
demand of the current technological and information society
and to raise the awareness of society.
To stay abreast of changing technology in today's
world and to provide the best education to their students,
community colleges must project students' needs for entry
level employment as well as employers' requirements
(Dickman 1989:.J..J.).

Recommendations and changes to improve

programs should be based on viable, current information.
Follow-up studies can provide data for program development
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and revision (Irvin 1986:11 and Fry 1983:99).

In

conjunction with other data, input from follow-up studies
can provide focus for evaluation of programs.

Follow-up

studies can also provide information for planning budgets.
Data on employment status can show which programs are most
in demand and also give an idea of economic development in
the community (Illinois Community College Board 1986:1).
Follow-up studies are a useful tool in ascertaining
the current status of former students and their attitudes
and opinions regarding the education they received (Gay
1987:194).

Determining which types of programs work best

with which students under what circumstances can ensure the
wisest use of public funds in meeting student and community
needs (Lee 1987:1).
Questionnaires have been shown to be an efficient
means of obtaining information from former students and
employers if they are carefully constructed and validated
(Gay 1987:196, Midgen 1987:187).

Information gleaned from

questionnaires can be useful in planning, program
evaluation, program advisory committee work, determining
employment status and job information (Illinois Community
College Board 1986:Z).
Gathering information by sending questionnaires to
former students can offer many benefits to the community
college.

These benefits include valuable information to

use when planning budgets and evaluating programs, data on
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employment status indicating the relative supply and demand
for each program and the effect on economic development
(Illinois Community College Board 1987:1)·

Questionnaires

can also be valuable in providing feedback to the College
administration and faculty to be used as a basis for
upgrading educational offerings and services.

This

information can also be used to provide information to
other personnel in academic and student services to improve
their programs (Hollins and Smith 1986:13).
In addition to providing the community college with
information regarding needed improvements, surveying local
businesses can enhance school/business community relations
as well as produce new sources of job contacts and
potential advisory committee members (Cantilupi 1988:19).
Surveys can be effective tools for gathering information
and to guide planning.

They help the community college

keep pace with the needs of the local business community
(Dickman 1989:33).

In order to maintain sufficient, up-to-

date contact with the business community, surveys should be
conducted at frequent intervals (Cantilupi 1988:18).
According to Krieder (1989:2), community colleges need
to make a commitment to research including the extensive
use of follow-up studies.

Since students' intentions can

sometimes measure student success (eg., courses resulting
in a student getting the job they wanted), feedback from
students is invaluable (Winter and Fadale 1986:102).
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SUMMARY

Community colleges have sought excellence in serving
the non-traditional student and in building a connection
with the local community beyond the traditional campus
(Commission on the Future of Community Colleges 1988:2).
In order to maintain a high level of education and service
to the community, periodic evaluation of its programs and
their impact should be conducted (Commission on the Future
of Community Colleges 1988:48).

Surveys of current

students, graduates and employers can provide information
to community colleges that is valuable in assessing
programs and evaluating services.

The input received from

current and former students and from local businesses is
important when making decisions affecting changes in the
community college.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOR THE GATHERING AND TREATMENT OF DATA
RESEARCH DESIGN
The data for the study were collected via two mail
questionnaires.

One questionnaire was prepared for Treaty

Oak students who were enrolled in a program of study during
the 1986-87, 1987-88, and 1988-89 school years and the
other was prepared to send to businesses located in the
Treaty Oak service area.
INSTRUMENT DESIGN
Two questionnaires were developed as the instruments
for this study (Appendices A and B).

These questionnaires

utilized information obtained from an extensive literature
review.

A panel of experts comprised of community college

instructors and administrators were asked to review and
evaluate the instruments in order to provide content
validity.

From the panel's input, the instruments were

rewritten and restructured into questions which were
divided into several subject areas.
Information was gathered from students in the
following areas:
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Background Information
Evaluation of Student Services and Instruction
Employment Status and Information
Education (Continuing after Treaty Oak)
Comments
The questionnaires sent to businesses were divided as
follows:
General Information
Attributes and Skills desired of Employees
Accounting
Shorthand and Machine Transcription
Off ice Systems
Typewriting and File Management
Information Processing
Comments
Since most of the degrees and certificates awarded at
Treaty Oak are in the field of business or computers, these
areas were specifically addressed in the questionnaire.
The questions were primarily multiple choice in nature
in order to facilitate response and data analysis.

A

section for the respondent to add comments about the
College was included.
The questionnaires were pretested to discern
deficiencies and necessary improvements.

Five Treaty Oak

community College students were asked to complete the
student survey and identify weaknesses.

Three
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representatives of local businesses were asked to do the
same for the business survey.
METHODOLOGY
After the surveys were pretested, revised and approved
by Treaty Oak administration, a cover letter {Appendix C)
explaining the purpose and importance of the study and a
request to complete the instrument was prepared to be
mailed with each questionnaire.

This letter was signed by

the President of Treaty Oak Community College, Wm. E. Bell.
Having the President of the College sign the cover letter
increases response from students and community {Illinois
Community College Board 1986:d)·
A label with the researcher's name and the name and
address of the college was attached to each questionnaire.
Each label was coded to help reduce the number of follow-up
mailings necessary.

Return postage was applied to each

questionnaire to facilitate response.

In addition to

explaining the study, the cover letter also instructed the
respondents to re-fold the questionnaire after completing,
staple or tape it, and mail it.

No envelope or additional

postage was needed.
A response time of four weeks was given for the first
mailing.

Follow-up mailings were initiated after four

weeks due to inadequate response.

The follow-up consisted

of a cover letter {Appendix D) and an additional copy of
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the instrument to return.

Since the labels which were

attached to the questionnaires had been encoded, a record
was kept of those responding.

Therefore, the second

mailing was only sent to those not responding to the first
survey.
SAMPLING DESIGN
There were two populations for this study.

The

student population of approximately 200 was comprised of
students who attended Treaty Oak Community College during
the 1986-87, 1987-88, and 1988-89 school years and were
enrolled in a specific program of study.

The second

population, businesses within the areas of student
residence listed in the Treaty Oak Student Profile
(Baumgartner 1988:16), was determined to be approximately
5,200 by counting the number of businesses who advertise in
the Yellow Pages of the Treaty Oak Service Area.
According to Brown (3:32), a sample size of 132 should
be used if your population size is 200 and you want to be
confident that your sample reflects your population within
a 5% error.

The sample of 132 students was selected at

random from computer-generated rosters from the above
mentioned school years of courses that traditionally
consist of students with a specific major.
Because of limited funds to conduct the survey, a
sample of 132 was also used for the questionnaire sent to
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local businesses.
error.

This sample would have about an 8.5%

Using the Columbia Gorge Directory Yellow Pages,

132 businesses were selected at random.

This directory

encompasses all of the areas which are listed as student
residences in the Treaty Oak Student Profile.
TREATMENT OF DATA
Data from each questionnaire was tabulated and
processed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSSx).

A simple percent treatment of the data

was used for evaluation.
SUMMARY
Two populations were surveyed for the study:

students

enrolled at Treaty Oak Community College in 1986-87, 198788 or 1988-89 pursuing a program of study and local
businesses.
populations.

Questionnaires were developed for each of the
The content of the questionnaires was

intended to gather information to help Treaty Oak assess
its effectiveness in meeting the needs of the community and
students in various areas.

After being tested for content

and pretested, the survey was administered.

A follow-up

mailing was prepared four weeks after the first mailing.
Data were tabulated from returned questionnaires and
processed using a statistical computer software package.
Evaluation of the treatment is in percentage form.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
On June 8, 1989, questionnaires were mailed to 132
Treaty Oak students who were enrolled in a program of study
during the 1986-87, 1987-88, and 1988-89 school years and
to 132 businesses located in the Treaty Oak service area to
obtain data to help Treaty Oak assess its programs and
services.

On July 20, 1989, a follow-up letter and

questionnaire were sent to the non-respondents.

Due to

time limits and budget constraints, it was determined that
the data from the responses to these two mailings would be
used for this study.
A total of 46 students responded for a response rate
of 36%.

The response from businesses was lower.

A total

of 27 businesses responded to the questionnaire for a 21%
response rate.

Although these response rates are not as

high as we would prefer, it is not uncommon for surveys to
yield response rates of this nature.

Based on the

demographic information in the following section, there is
no reason to believe that non-respondents hold different
views than those responding to the questionnaires.
However, a follow-up survey of non-respondents was not
conducted due to time and budget limits.
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO STUDENTS
Background Information
The first section of the instrument was designed to
gather demographic information regarding those students who
responded.
Of the respondents, 15.2% were male and 84.8% were
female.

This compares with the 1987-88 gender distribution

of all Treaty Oak students of 43.7% male and 56.3% female.
The full-time student gender distribution for Treaty Oak,
however, is 34.1% male and 65.9% female.

The marital

status distribution of those responding was as follows:
34.8% were single, 58.7% were married, and 6.5% responded
as other.

The "Other" category included one soon to be

married and two separated.

No comparison was available for

the Treaty Oak student body in terms of marital status.
Table I shows the comparison of the survey respondents
to all Treaty Oak students enrolled in credit classes in
terms of age and to those Treaty Oak students attending
full-time.
All but one respondent, who was Hispanic, indicated an
ethnic status of White/Caucasian.
these responses are:

The percentage rates for

97.8% Caucasian and 2.2% Hispanic.

At Treaty Oak, 96.9% of credit students are Caucasian and
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TABLE I
AGE DISTRIBUTION COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS
TO ALL TREATY OAK FULL-TIME AND CREDIT STUDENTS

Age Distribution

Respondents
0.0%
13.0%
28.3%
47.8%
8.7%
2.2%

17 and under
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-59
60 and older
3.1% are minority students.

Credit

Full-time

3.0%
24.5%
30.0%
26.5%
13.2%
3.3%

0.0%
33.7%
25.5%
22.3%
14.0%
4.5%

A total of 95.5% of full-

timeTreaty Oak students are Caucasian and 3.18% are
Hispanic with .91% being Asian and .46% being Native
American.
Of those responding, 60.9% considered themselves fulltime students and 39.1% considered themselves part-time.
These figures are in contrast with the Treaty Oak student
population as a whole who are divided into 94.6% part-time
and 5.4% full-time.

However, figures are not available for

only those students enrolled in a program of study.

This

could explain the variance.
Eighty-three percent of the respondents to the
questionnaire said they attended classes primarily in
during the day and 16.3% indicated that they were primarily
enrolled in night classes.

Of the total population, 56%

are enrolled in classes offered before 5:00 pm and 44% are
enrolled in classes offered after 5:00 pm.
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A list of reported programs of study is given in
Appendix E.

It appears that the sample is representative

of the populations in terms of programs of study.

However,

in many cases it was difficult to determine from the
responses to the questionnaire whether the program of study
was a degree or certificate program.

In 1987-88, Treaty

Oak awarded the following degrees and certificates:
DEGREES:
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

of
of
of
of

Arts
Science
General Studies
Applied Science

3
7

22
5

CERTIFICATES:
Accounting Clerk
General Off ice Clerk
General Secretary
Management/Supervisory Development
Microcomputer Information Systems

5
1
1
1
5

This listing includes all of the degrees that Treaty Oak
presently awards.
The demographic information reported by the
respondents approximates the percentages reported for the
credit student population with the exception of more fulltime students reporting than part-time students.

However,

we do not have information on the percentage of credit
students that are full-time or part-time.

The population

of this study would be comprised of credit students since
it includes only students enrolled in a program of study.
We have no way of knowing if those figures would vary from
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the total student population.

In all other areas, the

sample appears to be demographically representative of the
population.
students' Reasons for Choosing to Attend Treaty Oak.
The highest percentage (52.2%) of respondents reported
"Close to Home" as the primary reason for choosing to
attend Treaty Oak.

The second most frequent choice (17.4%)

was "Courses/Programs."
mentioned were:

In the "Other" category, reasons

small classes, the unemployment office

sent me, and Vocational Rehabilitation sent me.

A

comparison of responses is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.
A comparison of primary reasons for
choosing to attend Treaty Oak Community College
shown in percent of respondents.
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It would appear that Treaty Oak is attracting students
because it is close to home as well as the courses and
programs that are offered.
There was much less variance in the secondary reasons
reported for attending Treaty Oak.

Again, "Close to Home"

had the highest percentage (23.8%), "Inexpensive" had the
second highest (22.5%) and "Courses/Programs" was close
with 21.3%.

Other secondary reasons reported were:

New

Jobs, full-time scholarship, and Vocational Rehabilitation.
These benefits should be emphasized when presenting Treaty
Oak to the local community and potential students.

A

comparison of these data is shown in Figure 2.
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A comparison of secondary reasons
for students to attend Treaty Oak.
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Students' Reasons for not Completing a Program of
Study.

The three most frequently reported reasons for

students not completing their program of study were:
Temporarily discontinued enrollment but plan to
re-enroll later and complete the program in which
enrolled. (22.7%)
Personal reasons which include family problems,
conflict with job hours and school, and moved out
of area/transportation problems. (22.7%)
Completed the courses desired and achieved
objectives. (18.2%)
Figure 3 shows a comparison of these data.
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Fiaure 3. A comparison of reasons for students
not completing a program of study at Treaty Oak
in percent responding.
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Since there was a very low percentage of respondents
reporting that the reason for discontinuing the program was
that they were dissatisfied, it appears that Treaty Oak is
meeting students• needs.

However, the other problems of

conflicting hours and transportation problems should be
considered.
Other reasons reported for not completing their
program of study were:

currently working to complete

program, not finished, and still attending.

This seems to

indicate some confusion with this question -- it should not
have pertained to those students still pursuing the
program.
Student Goals.

The highest percentage of respondents

(34.8%) indicated that obtaining an Associate degree was
their primary goal in attending Treaty Oak.

Obtaining

skills needed for entry into a new or different job and
completing freshman and sophomore courses for transfer to a
four-year program were also frequently reported with 23.9%
and 19.6%, respectively.

A comparison of percentage of

students' primary goals is shown in Figure 4.

It would

appear that most Treaty Oak students are interested in job
skills or transfer courses.
When asked if their primary goal was achieved by the
time they left Treaty Oak, 72.5% of the respondents said
yes.

students were also asked to what extent they are
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Figure 4.
A comparison of students' primary
goals when attending Treaty Oak shown in
percent of respondents.

satisfied with the programs and services that Treaty Oak
provided to assist in achieving their primary goal.

The

students were to choose from the following answers:

Very

Satisfied, Somewhat Satisfied, Undecided, somewhat
Dissatisfied and Very Dissatisfied.

The highest percentage

of respondents were very satisfied (56.8%), 34.1% were
somewhat satisfied and 9.1% were undecided.

These data

would indicate that Treaty Oak students are achieving their
educational goals and that Treaty Oak is facilitating the
attainment of these goals.
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student Services and Instruction
Quality of Instruction.

students were asked to rate

the quality of instruction they received at Treaty Oak.
The rating scale was:

Superior, Good, Fair, Poor, and No

Basis for Evaluation.

Table II shows the percentage of

respondents for each rating for each aspect of
instructional quality.
TABLE II
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES REGARDING
QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION AT TREATY OAK

Instruction
in Major
Instruction
not in Major
Course Content
in Major
Advisi.rg

No Basis
for Eval.

SUperior

Gcx:d

Fair

Poor

50.0

40.9

6.8

2.3

23.3

69.8

2.3

29.5
29.5

54.5
43.2

11.4
20.5

2.3
4.5

2.3
2.3

34.8
27.3

41.3
47.7

19.6
13.6

4.3
9.1

2.3

23.3
13.6
6.8

58.1
68.2
40.9

14.0
11.4
36.4

2.3
4.5
13.6

2.3
2.3
2.3

33.3

57.8

8.9

4.7

Access to

Faculty
lab Equipnent
Evaluation by
instructors

Class Size
Cost of Books
OVerall Quality
of Inst.

Quality of instruction in major curriculum had the highest
percentage (50.0%) in the "Superior" category.

Each of the

other nine areas of instructional quality that were listed
had the highest percentage in the "Good" category.

These

data would indicate that students have a positive view of
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the quality of instruction at Treaty Oak.

Cost of books

and supplies had highest percentage in the "Fair" and
"Poor" categories indicating, perhaps, that students
negatively view the high cost of textbooks.

It is

interesting to note that "Advising" did not receive very
high scores (29.5% Superior, 43.2% Good, 20.5% Fair, 4.5%
Poor and 2.3% No Basis for Evaluation).

This may indicate

some improvement needed in this area.
Student Services.

The questionnaire asked students

to rate services and facilities at Treaty Oak.

The rating

scale was:

Superior, Good, Fair, Poor, and No Basis for

Evaluation.

Table 3 shows the percentage of respondents

for each rating.
Admissions and Records, Bookstore, Business Office,
and counseling received the highest rating from the
students.

Combining the "Superior" and "Good" percentages,

these services received 86.3%, 86.3%, 84.1% and 69%,
respectively.

Continuing Education, Co-op Program,

Financial Aid, Job Placement and Library were areas that
received relatively high percentages of respondents
reporting "No Basis for Evaluation" (30.2%, 46.2%, 31.7%,
51.3%, and 25%, respectively).

The areas with the highest

percentage of respondents reporting in the "Poor" category
were Parking (72.5%) and Student Lounge (25.6%).
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES REGARDING
STUDENT SERVICES AND FACILITIES AT
TREATY OAK

Admissions and
Records
Bookstore
Business Off ice
Continuing Ed.
Co-op Program
Counseling
Financial Aid
Job Placement
Library
Parking
Student
Activities
Student Lounge

No Basis
for Eval

Superior

Good

Fair

Poor

29.5
22.7
20.5
20.9
28.2
23.8
22.0
7.7
15.0
2.5

56.8
63.6
63.6
44.2
17.9
45.2
26.8
17.9
25.0
5.0

9.1
11.4
6.8
4.7
7.7
16.7
17.1
12.8
25.0
10.0

2.3

2.4
2.4
10.3
10.0
72.5

2.3
2.3
9.1
30.2
46.2
11.9
31. 7
51. 3
25.0
10.0

9.5

21.4
32.6

35.7
20.9

11.9
25.6

21.4
20.9

These data would indicate that Treaty Oak is meeting
student needs in terms of most services and facilities.

A

closer look needs to be taken at those areas where students
felt that they had no basis for evaluation.

Treaty Oak may

need to market these areas more in order that students
develop a greater awareness and use of these services and
facilities.

Since Parking and student Lounge were areas

that received such a high number of respondents rating it
"Poor," Treaty Oak may need to reassess students needs in
these areas.
When students were asked to respond to the question,
"Would you recommend Treaty Oak to a person seeking to
complete the same program?", 94.5% responded that they
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would.

These data would indicate that Treaty Oak is

effectively meeting students needs in most areas.

When

asked, "If no, why not?", the 4.5 that responded with a no
had these comments:

Course selection too limited, and poor

interaction in lab classes and a particular instructor.
Employment Status and Information
To help assess the impact of Treaty Oak programs on
the local community, students were asked to report on their
present employment status.
When asked to indicate their present employment
status, 63.3% reported that they were working full-time,
33.3% reported that they were working part-time, and 3.3%
reported that they were not employed and not seeking
employment because of choice.

The job titles reported are

listed below.
Billing Clerk
Bookkeeper
Buyer
Caretaker - Foster Home
Certified Nurse's Aide and Certified Medication Aide
Computer Instructor - Adult Education, Data Entry
Counterperson
Custodian
Customer Service Representative
Day care Teacher
Floor Manager/Casino
Food Server
Instructor Aide
Janitor Assistant at D-12
Legal Assistant/Secretary
Medical Assistant
Newspaper Inserter
Off ice Manager/Computer Specialist
Purchasing Agent
School aide-Instructional

•
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School Bus Driver
Secretary/Receptionist
Tax Prep. & Bookkeeping
Teacher
When asked how they found out about their present
position, most respondents reported in the "Other"
category.

A comparison of responses is shown in Figure 5

except where the respondent answered "Other."
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Figure 5.
A comparison of how students found out
about their present position shown in percentage
of respondents.
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Those specific responses in the "Other" category are
listed below:
22 years ago -- do not remember
Already had job.
College placement service.
I created the job.
Manager offered the job.
Migrant program.
Office of Personnel Management (Federal Register)
Promoted from within.
Self-employed.
Voe. Rehab. Wash. State.
Walk-in.
When responding to the question "Are you employed in
a job related to your field of training?", 37.9% reported
that they were in a job directly related to the field of
training, 20.7% reported that their job was somewhat
related to their field of training, and 41.4% said that
their job was not related at all to their field of
training.
Most students (78.3%) reported that they had not
received a promotion since completing studies at Treaty Oak
and about half (51.7%) indicated that they had held their
present job while attending Treaty Oak.

This might show

that students are not advancing or improving their job
situation after receiving a community college education.
When reporting annual salaries, 53.8% of the
respondents fell into the $10,000-$20,000 category.
6 shows the comparison of annual salaries.

Figure
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of annual salaries
students shown in

When indicating the degree of job satisfaction in
their present job, respondents were asked to rate aspects
of their employment.

The rating scale used was:

Superior,

Good, Fair, Poor.

Table IV shows the data for degree of

job satisfaction.

These data would indicate that students

are satisfied with the challenge of their work, relations
with their colleagues and the overall aspects of their job.
They are not as satisfied with their salaries and the
opportunity for advancement.

This information will be
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TABLE IV
ASPECTS OF EMPLOYMENT RATED WITH REGARD
TO JOB SATISFACTION
Superior
Challenging/Interesting
Relations with colleagues
Salary
Opportunity for advancement
Overall aspects of job

37.0
40.7
18.5
12.0
33.3

Good

Fair

Poor

44.4
59.3
33.3
32.0
48.1

11.1

7.4

33.3
32.0
7.4

14.8
24.0
11.1

o.o

o.o

helpful for students graduating in the future from Treaty
Oak to prepare them for the world of work.
Educational (Continuing after Treaty Oak)
This portion of the questionnaire was developed to
assess the success of students who transfer from Treaty Oak
to other institutions of higher education.

There were only

six respondents to this portion of the questionnaire.

Of

the six, two continued their education at Treaty Oak and
therefore their responses would not be valid for this
section of the questionnaire.

Because of the low number of

responses, frequencies rather than percentages are
reported.
Students were asked to give the name and location of
the institution they are currently attending.

One student

is attending Central Washington University in Ellensburg,
WA: two students are attending Portland State University in
Portland, OR: and one student is attending Western Oregon
State College in Monmouth, OR.

All of the students who
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responded as having transferred to a four-year institution
are pursuing their education on a full-time basis and all
of them are studying in the same field as they were at
Treaty Oak.
seniors.

There is one sophomore, one junior, and two

The sophomore has a GPA of between 2.5 and 2.9,

the junior's GPA is in the 3.0-3.4 range, and the two
seniors have GPAs which are 3.5 or over.

None of these

students report any problems transferring their credits
from Treaty Oak to the four-year institutions they are
attending.
The number of respondents that indicated they had
transferred to a four-year institution was low.

However,

the information obtained from these students indicates that
Treaty Oak met their needs in terms of preparing them for
transfer.
Comments
Students were asked to provide any general comments
they cared to make about Treaty Oak Community College.
summary of these comments are provided in Appendix F.

A
Of

the 28 respondents commenting, 14 had only positive
remarks, six made positive comments as well as some
suggestions for improvements, six made only suggestions for
improvement and only two were strictly negative.

Any

reference to a specific person, either positive or
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negative, was omitted from the comments for the sake of
confidentiality.
SURVEY OF LOCAL BUSINESSES
The survey of businesses located in the Treaty Oak
service area yielded a response rate of 21%.

Although this

is a relatively low response rate, data obtained are still
considered meaningful to the results of this study and
therefore are reported in this section.
General Information
The first section of the questionnaire sent to local
businesses was designed to gather general information.
Type of Business.

When reporting type of business,

the respondents were asked to select as many categories
that applied.

Table V shows the data for type of business

for respondents and the population.
TABLE V
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING
TYPE OF BUSINESS
Business Type
service
Retail
Wholesale
Industrial
Government
Utility
Other

Percent Responding
33.3%
27.8%
8.3%
5.6%
5.6%
2.8%
16.7%

*Data not available for this category.

Population
30.5%
25.6%
6.0%

*
*

4.1%
33.8%
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When responding to the "Other" category, respondents were
asked to be specific as to what category would apply.
summary of their responses is:

A

Construction, Dental,

Financial Institution, Hospital District, Medical Clinic,
and Non-profit Charity.
population includes:

The "Other" category for the

Agricultural, Construction,

Manufacturing and Financial.
Number of Employees.

The number of employees

reported by each respondent is shown below in Table VI.
TABLE VI
FREQUENCY AND PERCENT OF NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Number of Employees

Frequency of Percent
Respondents Respondents

0-10
10-20
20-30
40-50
50-100
100-200

55.6
18.5
14.8
3.7
3.7
3.7

15
5
4
1
1
1

Percent
Population
75.9
12.5
4.8
3.0
3.0
.8

Sample data appear to be representative of the population
for business type and number of employees.
Advertising for New Employees.

Respondents selected

as many choices as applied when reporting methods of
advertising for new employees.

The two most popular

methods reported were Word of Mouth (21.3%) and Newspaper
(21.3%).

Table VII shows the percentages of respondents

for advertising methods.
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TABLE VII
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING
METHODS OF ADVERTISING FOR NEW EMPLOYEES
Advertising Method

Percentage Responding

Word of Mouth
Newspaper
Through Employees
State Employment Agency
Job Placement Service
Co-op Program
Private Employment Agency
Local Community College
Other

21. 3

21.3

17.5
10.0
8.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
10.0

When specifying other methods used to advertise for new
employees, the following were reported:

Company Postings,

Personal Recruitment, Pray, Radio, Trade Association, and
Union.
Employment of Treaty Oak Graduates.

Two questions

were asked with regard to the employment of Treaty Oak
graduates.

The businesses were asked if they have employed

Treaty Oak graduates and, if so, were they adequately
trained to meet the business' needs.

Only 7.7% of the

respondents indicated that they had employed Treaty Oak
graduates.

The percentage of those responding no was 57.7%

and 34.6% responded that they didn't know.
These data might demonstrate that Treaty Oak should
put an emphasis on a job placement system for its graduates
and strategies to better market Treaty Oak graduates should
be emphasized.
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Attributes and Skills Desired of Employees
Attributes of Office Personnel.

Employers were asked

to rate certain attributes of their off ice personnel using
Very Important, Important, Not Important or Not Applicable
to my Business.

Technical skills were defined as typing,

shorthand, and word processing.

Personal skills were

described as creativity, responsibility, loyalty, ethics,
and dependability.

Table VIII shows the percentages of

responses for each attribute.
TABLE VIII
RATING OF DESIRED ATTRIBUTES OF
OFFICE EMPLOYEES
Not AW·

Very

Attribute
Technical skills
Ability to make
in:leperrlent decisions
Human relation skills
Personal skills

Inp:?rtant

Inp:?rtant

Not
Inp:?rtant

to my
Business

53.8

42.3

o.o

3.8

42.3
80.8
73.1

57.7
19.2
26.9

o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

Responses in the "Other" category included dedication to
goals of organization and sales skills.
Employment Tests, References and Transcripts.

The

businesses were asked if they give employment tests to
prospective employees and, if so, what is tested.
were also asked if references and transcripts of
prospective employees are checked.

They
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With regard to testing, only 34.6% of the respondents
indicated that they tested prospective employees.

When

selecting the skills that are included in the tests,
respondents were asked to choose as many as applied.
Thirty percent reported that they test typing, 20% test
spelling, 20% test machine transcription, 15% test English
usage and 15% responded that they test other skills.

The

specific skills listed by the respondents of the "Other"
category were those included in the Civil Service and
Clerk/Carrier civil Service examinations.
Most respondents (96.2%) indicated that they do check
references of prospective employees.

However, only 36% of

those responding reported that they check transcripts.
Treaty Oak should be aware of these results so that they
can incorporate the information when planning programs and
courses.
Traits Desired in Prospective Employees.

Employers

were asked to rate various traits of prospective employees
as Very Important, Important, Not Important or Not
Applicable to my Business.
of responses for each trait.

Table IX shows the percentages
Public relations skills were

described as phone and receptionist skills.

Other traits

listed as being desirable in prospective employees were:
ability to research and write, appearance, honesty, and
Spanish speaking.
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TABLE IX
RATING OF TRAITS DESIRED IN
PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES
Very
Attr.ib.rt:e

Inportant

Inportant

38.5
38.5
88.5

61.5
38.5
6.5

80.8
50.0
57.7
57.7
46.2
61.5
50.0
73.1
53.8
88.5
34.6

19.2
50.0
42.3
42.3
42.3
38.5
50.0
26.9
46.2
11.5
57.7

ErYjlish usage skills
Proof:r:eadil'g skills
Public relations skills
Responsibility arrl
Depemability
Organization
M:>tivation
Icyalty
Knowledge of the caipany
Ethics

Maturity
Professionalism
Flexibility
Reliability
F\lture Potential

Not
I!l:l2Qrtant

Not AW·
to my

Business

o.o

o.o

11.5

11.5

o.o

o.o
o.o
0.0
o.o
11.5

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
7.7

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

Most of the data reported for the attributes and
traits rated were in the Very Important or Important
categories.

This would indicate that Treaty Oak should

include the instruction of these attributes and traits in
all programs.
Accounting
Employers were asked to choose from a selection of
duties that might be associated with an entry-level
position in Accounting.
Table X shows these data.

They selected as many as applied.
Other duties reported were

computer input, medical first and second party billing, and
sales.
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TABLE X
DUTIES ASSOCIATED WITH AN ENTRY-LEVEL
POSITION IN ACCOUNTING
Accounting Duty

Freguency

cash Receipts
Posting
Petty Cash
Collections
Payroll
Payables
Job Costing
Other

Percentage

21

22.3

20

21.3

15

16.0

12

12.8

11

11. 7

9
2

9.6
2.1

4

4.3

Seventy-six percent of the respondents indicated that
they would prefer accounting job applicants to have
extensive computer training as well as accounting
principles.

When asked if a second year of accounting at

the community college level would help toward securing an
entry-level accounting position, 81.8% of the respondents
answered yes.
These data would indicate that the accounting program
should be emphasizing computer skills and that two-year
degrees should be marketed to those students wishing an
entry level accounting position.
Shorthand and Machine Transcription
Most of the respondents (96.3%) indicated that there
were no positions in their firm which require shorthand and
none of the respondents indicated any required shorthand
speed.

Forty percent of the respondents indicated that
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they handle routine correspondence at the keyboard, 30% use
machine transcription and 30% use longhand.
When asked about machine transcription, 37% of the
respondents indicated that there are positions in their
firm which require that skill.

The employers were asked

that if there were an opening in their firm requiring
stenographic skills, would a person possessing these skills
have an edge over other applicants and, if so, why.
Respondents answered this question as follows:
and 46.2% no.

53.8% yes

Of those who responded positively, their

reasons are listed below.
Any additional skills give you an edge.
Flexibility.
Indicates effort to further one's education.
May find this skill useful to employer.
Potential future need.
Shows education and training.
Skills available with other skills.
These data can be used to help structure secretarial
program and advise students.

Students should be counseled

that these skills, while not always required for a job, can
give them an advantage over other applicants lacking these
skills.

However, it should be noted that, in the

"Comments" section, employers reported that computer
knowledge was one of the most important concepts to teach
community college students.

Therefore, the benefit of

spending time learning stenographic skills instead of
computers skills should be questioned.
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Off ice Systems
Employers were asked to report the number of off ice
personnel employed in the following categories:
secretarial, data processing, and accounting.

clerical,
An

"Other"

category was also given with a request to specify type of
office employee.

The total office employees in each

category is shown in Table XI.
TABLE XI
NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES BY CATEGORY
Number

of F.nployees
None
1-2
3-4
5-6

7-8
8 or over

Clerical
1
14
1
1
1
0

Data
Secretarial Processing
1
13
2
0
0
0

1
9

.Acx:::oontinq
1
11

2
0

1
0

0
0
0
0

When reporting "Other" for this question, respondents were
asked to be specific.

In the "Other" category, the

following types and numbers (in parentheses) of employees
are listed:

All above (1), Cashier (11), Fill-in (5),

Nurse (1), One person for all jobs (2), Teacher (1), and
Two people cover all duties (1).

These data can help

Treaty Oak determine local employment needs and, therefore,
better advise students and plan courses.
Employers were asked to list the type, brand, and
number of pieces of office equipment that are used.
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Appendix G shows these data accumulated for all
respondents.

Computers, calculators and typewriters were

the most frequently used office equipment.

Using these

data, Treaty Oak can make decisions as to appropriate
equipment purchases.
Typewriting and File Management
Typewriting.

Data were reported for the minimum

typewriting performance standards required of prospective
employees.

These data are shown in Table XII.
TABLE XII
MINIMUM TYPEWRITING STANDARDS
REQUIRED BY RESPONDENTS

Words Per Minute

Percentage of Respondents

25
35

17.6

40

23.5
17.6
29.4
5.9
5.9

o.o

45
50
55

60
over 60

o.o

The questionnaire also asked the respondents to
indicate areas of typewriting where new office employees
are weak.

Several choices were given and respondents were

asked to select as many as applied.
in Table XIII.

The results are shown

Spelling (32%) and accuracy (28%) were the

areas of typewriting that respondents felt were the
weakest.
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TABLE XIII
AREAS OF TYPEWRITING WHERE WEAKNESSES
ARE SEEN IN NEW EMPLOYEES
Response

Areas of Typewriting

12%
28%
32%

Speed
Accuracy
Spelling
Formatting
Proofreading

14%
14%

Employers were asked to report if carbon copies are
made of any work in their office and, if so, which types of
works are carboned and if it is required that they be
corrected.

The percentage of respondents that indicated

that carbon copies are made was 46.2.

Of these, 60%

indicated that the carbons are corrected.
that are carboned were:

Types of work

bids for jobs, correspondence,

invoices, UPS shipments, purchase orders, and work orders.
These data can be used to determine minimum standards of
performance that should be required of Treaty Oak
graduates.

Also, this is information that Treaty Oak

instructors should incorporate into their classrooms.
File Management.

Respondents were asked to select

the file management systems that they use.

Manual storage

and retrieval was selected by 66.7% of the respondents.
Computerized systems were reported by 33.3% of the
respondents as their method.

The following were listed as

the types of computerized systems being used:

Data
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General, Datapoint, IBM, Q/A-Redwing and Specialized to
Business.

None of the respondents reported using a

mechanical system.
The respondents were asked to indicate the type of
classification system used when filing.

If more than one

system was employed, they were asked to report as many as
applied.

Classification systems used and percentage of

respondents for each system are shown in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS USED IN FILING
AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSE
Classification System
Alphabetic
Numeric
Chronologic
Subject
Alphanumeric
Geographic

Percent of Respondents
41.8

27.3
12.7
10.9
5.5
1.8

These data are useful in determining course content for
courses offered in various programs at Treaty Oak.
Information Processing
The percentage of respondents that expect an entrylevel employee to know how to program a computer was only
four percent.

Of those responding, 66.7% of the companies

use computers.

Table XV shows the percentage distribution

of brand of computers used by those that are using
computers.
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TABLE XV
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF BRANDS OF COMPUTER USED
Percentage

Brand Name

59.3
11.1
11.1
14.8
1.1

IBM and compatibles
Macintosh
Apple II series
Mainframe
Other

Those using mainframe computers were asked to specify what
brand and model.
were reported.

Data General, Datapoint 8600 and IBM 36
The other computer system reported used was

computerized scales.
Employers were asked to answer either yes or no to the
question of which software applications an entry-level
employee should know.

Table XVI shows the resulting data.
TABLE XVI

EXPECTATIONS OF ENTRY-LEVEL OFFICE EMPLOYEE
WITH REGARD TO SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
Software Application

Yes

Operating System (DOS)
Word Processing
Database
Spreadsheet
Communications
Graphics
Accounting

85.7
93.3
87.5
75.0
75.0
40.0
80.0

No
14.3
6.7
12.5
25.0
25.0
60.0
20.0

Respondents were asked to rate the software packages
used as Very Important, Important, Not Important and Not
Applicable to my Business.

Table XVII shows the percentage

of respondents for each rating.
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TABI.E XVII

RATING OF SOFIWARE PAc::K1!GES USED IN HJSINESSES
Not

Software Packasm

Inportant

Spreadsheet
ll:ltabase
Word Processin3

66.7
50.0
61.5
25.0
80.0
87.5

GraP'lics

carmmications

Acx:Xllmtin3

o.o

Desktq> Publishirg

Inportant .JJN2Qrtant
33.3
50.0
30.8
25.0

o.o

12.5
50.0

AW·

to my

Not

Vecy

Business

o.o
o.o

7.7
25.0
0.0
0.0

o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o
25.0
20.0

o.o

50.0

Businesses were also asked to report the name of the
software package used for each of the applications.
information is given in Appendix H.

This

There is a wide

variety of software packages being used by businesses as
shown by this list.

It would be difficult to determine

what software packages to teach to meet businesses' needs
from these data.
When asked what changes or additions to software were
planned, if any, 52.9% reported that they were planning on
making changes.

The following is a list of intended

changes:
Add areas of existing manual system to computer -inventory, etc.
Expand Macintosh System.
Learn to use what we have.
Microcomputers in addition to mainframe. Lotus.
Networking.
Planned at corporate office -- not yet advised.
Spreadsheet.
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Respondents were asked to make comments as to other
general information an entry level employee needs to know
about Information Processing functions in today's office.
These comments are reported in Appendix I.

Pride in work,

basic skills, and computer familiarity are included.

The

questionnaire also asked employers what they think is the
one most important concept we should be teaching to
community college information processing students.
responses are given in Appendix J.

These

In addition to basic

skills, attitude and computer skills are mentioned.
These data regarding information processing will be
helpful in assessing community and student needs in terms
of courses to offer and re-evaluation of degree and
certificate programs.
Comments
Respondents were asked to take a few moments and
provide any general comments that they cared to make
regarding Treaty Oak Community College.
summarized and provided in Appendix K.

These comments are
They seem to

indicate a need to instill a sense of pride in working as
well as teaching our students basic and job skills.
SUMMARY

When examining the demographic data, the response
received from both questionnaires appears to be
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representative of the populations except in terms of the
contrast in full-time and part-time students mentioned.
The reasons that students attend Treaty Oak appear to
be that it is close to home, relatively inexpensive and it
provides courses and programs of interest to students.

If

students did not complete the program of study for which
they were enrolled, the reasons did not seem to reflect on
Treaty Oak directly.

Students indicated that they are

happy with the quality of instruction at Treaty Oak with
some concern about the cost of books and supplies.
Student services and facilities were generally
thought of as superior or good with the possible exception
of parking, student lounge, student activities and the
library.
areas.

Treaty Oak should be examining these latter
The high percentage of respondents that indicated

that they would recommend Treaty Oak to another student
shows that the students were content with the College.
There was a high rate of response showing that
students are not employed in their field of training.

A

better effort is needed in the area of job placement.

Of

those responding, there were no problems indicated when
transferring to a four-year institution from Treaty Oak
Community College.
Local businesses used word of mouth, newspaper and
other employees to advertise available positions.

A high

percentage of businesses either did not employ Treaty oak
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graduates or didn't know if they did.

Again, this might

indicate a need for more emphasis on job placement for
graduates.
Employers rated human relations skills higher than
technical skills and public relations skills,
responsibility and dependability higher than proofreading
and English usage skills in terms of importance.

This

indicates a need for emphasizing proficiency in these types
of areas as well as technical job skills.
Data reported indicated that employers would like
their entry-level accounting people to have sound computer
ability.

Businesses did not require shorthand or machine

transcription to a great degree but still feel that having
those skills gives an employee an advantage.

Typewriters

were still being used in many businesses as well as a high
number of computers.

Spelling was the number one weakness

reported in the area of typewriting skills.

Most

businesses reported using a manual system of filing and an
alphabetic classification system.
IBM and compatibles were used the most by the
businesses that reported using computers.

According to the

data in this study, entry-level office employees should
know all the different types of software applications.
Word processing, database, and operating system software
rated the highest.

Accounting and communications software
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had the highest percentage of Very Important responses in
terms of importance to the business.
The data in this study show that Treaty Oak Community
College is meeting the overall needs of the community and
students but needs to improve in some areas.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was conducted to assist Treaty Oak
Community College to better meet the needs of the students
and community it serves.

students and businesses were

surveyed to assess the contributions Treaty Oak is making
to their educational goals and objectives.

The survey

attempted to answer some questions that would assist Treaty
Oak in assessing current program strengths and needed
improvements.
CONCLUSIONS
Survey of Students
The first objective of the study was to answer a set
of questions regarding how Treaty Oak assists students in
reaching their educational goals, to assess the
effectiveness of academic and student services and to
gather information about student employment or educational
status.

Based on the findings of this study, the following

conclusions can be made.
1.

The primary reason that students choose to attend
Treaty Oak is that it is close to home.

The secondary

reasons are that it is close to home, it is
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inexpensive and it offers quality courses and programs
that are offered.
2.

The primary reasons that students do not complete a
program of study for which they are enrolled are that
they have temporarily discontinued the program but
plan to re-enroll later, personal reasons, and that
they completed the courses desired and their goal was
achieved.

3.

The primary goals of students attending Treaty Oak are
to obtain an Associate degree, to obtain skills needed
for entry into a new or different job and to complete
freshman and sophomore courses for transfer to a fouryear institution.

4.

Primary goals of students are achieved by the time
they leave Treaty Oak.

5.

Students are satisfied that Treaty Oak provided them
with assistance in reaching their goals.

6.

Students positively view the quality of instruction
received at Treaty Oak except in terms of cost of
books and supplies.

7.

Most student services and facilities received a high
rating.

The exceptions were Parking, Student

Activities and Student Lounge.

The services that a

high percentage of students had no basis to rate were
Continuing Education, Co-op Program, Job Placement,
Financial Aid and the Library.

An extremely high
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percentage (94.5%) of students indicated that they
would recommend Treaty Oak to someone else in the same
program of study.
8.

Most students responding were working full-time;
however, a low number were working in a job related to
their field of study.

The highest number of students

had salaries in the $10,000-$20,000 range.

The

respondents indicated a high degree of job
satisfaction in terms of their job being challenging
and interesting, having good relations with colleagues
and the overall aspects of the job.

There was much

less satisfaction indicated in terms of salary and
opportunity for advancement.

Most students had not

received a promotion in their job since completing
their studies at Treaty Oak and about half were
working at their present job when attending Treaty
Oak.
9.

Those responding as having transferred to a four-year
institution reported that there had been no problems
in transferring and showed a high degree of success in
furthering their education.

Survey of Businesses
The second objective of the study was to answer a set
of questions regarding how Treaty Oak contributes to the
goals of the community and to attempt to gather information
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concerning businesses' needs.

Based on the findings of

this study, the following conclusions can be made.
1.

Employers use the newspaper, word of mouth and other
employees to advertise for new employees.

2.

Human relations skills and personal skills such as
creativity, responsibility, loyalty, ethics and
dependability were rated the highest in terms of
desired traits of office personnel.

3.

A very low percentage of respondents replied that they
employ Treaty Oak graduates.

4.

Most businesses did not test prospective employees.
Of those that did test, the distribution of what they
test was fairly evenly spread between typing,
spelling, machine transcription, English usage and
other skills.

5.

The four traits desired in prospective employees that
received the highest rating were public relations
skills (phone and receptionist), reliability,
responsibility and dependability, and professionalism.

6.

The highest percentage of employers listed cash
receipts, posting and petty cash as duties associated
with an entry-level accounting position.

Most

employers indicated that they would prefer that
accounting job applicants have extensive computer
training in addition to accounting principles.
most employers reported that a second year of

Also,
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accounting at the community college level would help
secure an entry-level accounting position.
7.

Although most respondents indicated that there were no
positions in their firm that required shorthand or
machine transcription, 53.8 percent said that having
these skills would given an applicant an advantage
over one who did not possess these skills.

8.

Spelling and accuracy were the two areas that
employers find weaknesses in employees' typewriting
skills.

The minimum typewriting speed required was

fairly evenly spread between 50, 45, 40 and 25 words
per minute.
9.

Most employers were using manual storage and retrieval
for their filing system, however, 33.3 percent
responded as using computerized systems.

No

mechanical systems were reported as being used.

The

two most popular filing classification systems were
alphabetic and numeric.
10.

Employers did not expect an entry-level computer
employee to know how to program.

11.

The highest number of types of office equipment that
local businesses used were:

calculators, computers

and typewriters.
12.

In terms of computer equipment, the most popular brand
with local businesses is IBM and compatibles.
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13.

Accounting software received the highest rating in
terms of importance to local businesses.
Communications, spreadsheet and word processing were
also rated as very important by most respondents.

14.

Employers expect an entry-level computer employee to
be knowledgeable about several types of software:
Word Processing, Database, Operating System,
Accounting, Spreadsheet, and Communications.

15.

The other general information that entry-level
employees need to know about Information Processing
functions in today's office listed by employers is
pride in work, basic skills and emphasis on computer
familiarity.

16.

The most important concepts listed by employers that
Treaty Oak should be teaching were pride in doing
accurate work, honesty, willingness to learn,
professional appearance, ability to meet the public,
use of computers, attitudes, and basics skills.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings and conclusions, the following

recommendations are made for improving Treaty Oak's
programs and services.
1.

Incorporate the fact that Treaty Oak is close to home,
inexpensive, and provides quality courses and programs
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when marketing the College to the community and
potential students.
2.

Conduct immediate follow-up on students who
discontinue a program of study to find out reasons and
if Treaty Oak can provide assistance with overcoming
obstacles.

3.

When evaluating books to use in courses, encourage
instructors to take cost into consideration.

Also,

expand the used book store to give students an
alternative to buying new books.
4.

Promote the use of continuing education, co-op
program, financial aid, job placement and library
services.

Many of the respondents had never used

these services at Treaty Oak.
5.

Improve the parking and student lounge facilities.

6.

Increase job placement services.

Institute a

centralized program for job placement for Treaty Oak
students.

Seek out openings in the area that would

provide better jobs for our graduates.
7.

Provide a intensive workshop every term to instruct
students in job search, interview techniques,
professionalism and positive work habits.

8.

Publicize Treaty Oak and its graduates to the business
community.

Let people know we are here!
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9.

Incorporate and emphasize human relations, public
relations, and personal skills in Treaty Oak
curriculum.

10.

Promote a two-year accounting degree with an emphasis
on computers.

11.

Advise students that, while stenographic skills are
not required in most positions, they will provide an
advantage when applying for a job.

However, the

benefit in spending time learning these skills instead
of computer and other desireable skills may be
questionable.
12.

Provide students with training on computers,
calculators and typewriters as a part of secretarial
courses.

13.

Require that students become familiar with the IBM
compatible computers when training for an entry-level
position.

Make other types of computers available,

also.
14.

In order to prepare for an entry-level office
position, provide students with knowledge in word
processing, database, spreadsheet, accounting (when
applicable) and communications software packages.

15.

Conduct a formal survey of students and local
businesses on a regular basis in order to stay up-todate on changes.
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SUMMARY

From the data reported in this study, it appears that
Treaty Oak is meeting the overall needs of the students and
community.

It is especially encouraging to note that 94.5

percent of the students responding indicated that they
would recommend Treaty Oak to another student pursuing the
same field of study.
There are some areas that should be examined for
possible changes toward improvement.

Treaty Oak needs to

increase its assistance to students in the job placement
area.

Also, as well as being incorporated into existing

curriculum, an intensive program emphasizing human
relations and personal relations skills should be offered.
This program should also include job search, interview
techniques and professionalism.
Instructors should be encouraged to emphasize solid
work ethics in their classes so that students can have a
chance to develop competence in this area.

Curriculum

should also be modified to assist in developing positive
attitudes, responsibility, dependability and reliability.
It is very important that Treaty Oak graduates have these
types of personal attributes as well as technical job
skills in order to meet their needs in the working
community.
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APPl!NDIX A.
We -COllductina • ........,, of c:unaRmd former ...i-. in"" el!mt ID: (1) detennine l b e - t ID which T.-y Olk ..;...s.,..., in ieacbingyour
goal(•); (2) llllCelllUn inlbnmilion CC111'*'1ing)'Ullrim-tOCC11pOlion cwnudmt-.O; (3) evil.- 1he dfec:tivm- of'J'rmly OU:'1 llClldemic ad l1Udent
1ervice1. We would like to ""' this information to help improve the College. Your input is vllluable to u1 ad all ~1eo will be kept confidentilll.
Pleue t.te a few minutes aod complete all iteml that opply to you. Simply cin:Je the number nm to the appropriate reopome or fill in the blaok.
Thank you for your help.
Willimn E. Bell, President
Treaty OU: Community College

A.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

s.,.:

1)
2)

1)

Single

2)
3)

M.n.d

Marital Statu1:

Male
Paoale

Other _ _ _ __

(Pleue specify)
Age:

1)
2)

17 or under
18-24

3)
4)
S)
6)

1)
2)

White/Caucaliml
B1"'*/Negro

ZS-34

3)

3544
45-59

4)

Amrrica Jodiao/Alukao Native
Ali.lo/Pacific llilmder
Hilploic

Ethnic SWUI:

S)
6)

<iOor older

Other _ _ _ _ __

Ploue specify
What

w• the quarter aod yeor lhlt your w""' tint enrolled md lat enrolled at Treaty Oak Community College?

f°D'll Enrolled
LutBorolled

Did you enroll llilllll:ilx u a:

Pall
(1)
(1)

Wiota"
(2)
(2)

Spring
(3)
(3)

Summer
(4)
(4)

y_,
Ymr:

(1) Pull-time ltUdmt (12 or more credit boun)
(2) Part-time ltUdmt (le11 Ihm 12 credit boun)

Did you a!lelld clu• llilllll:ilx during the:

(1) Day

(2) Night

Why did you choose to a!lelld Trelly Oak Community College? (Ple.e inclicote one lldmatx .-on aod u may JEllldm reuom u you wish.)

Primmy Reuon
CCja;Je one ontvl

Close to home
Ioe:tpensive
Open admiUiOOI policy
Courses/Program•
P"maocial Aid
Job roquil'emmtl
Olh..- (Pleue specify)

(I)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(I)
(1)

Secondary R.eaooo1
(CjrcJe u

mmy u

emJyl

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

If you did not oomplote the program for whic:h you w..-e eorolled, pleue check the~ ~e which best deoaibeo your reuon for not continuing your
enrollment in the program. (If you oompleted the progrmo, pleue skip this question.)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Temponuily clilcoolioued enrollment, but plan to re-enroll later aod complete the program in which mrolled
Completed the oouroes desired aod IChieved objectives
Changed career objectives and do not plan to re-enroll in the same program
Wu not 1atisfied with the progrmn
Did not C001id..- myself enrolled in the program
Trmo.ferred to moth..- college
Pound or 1ed<ing employment
Conflict with job hours aod school
Moved out of oree/I'nmsportaoo problems
College wu too ""pensive
Grode problems
l'enooal/f11Dily problems
OtherreuOOI (pleue 1pecify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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B. EVALUATION OF STUDENT SERVICES AND INSTRUCTION
Whll WU your -

of lllUly. n-y Olk?

What wu your 11imJr:x goal in lltlmding Treaty Olk? (Clioose only one reopome)
To complete fresbmm Ind IOphomore . - - for trmllf<r ID a four-:t-" degree progtsn
(2)
To uJlll'&de job 1killl or punue a cmea- choice by obtaining 111 Associate degree
(3)
To obtain a catificate ID improve employement 111d cmea- skills for immediate job ently
(4)
To pursue counm for porsonal 11tillfaction
(S)
Obtain skill• needed for entiy into new or dilfermt job
(6)
Improve skills needed in present job
(T}
l!xplore c:ounm ID decide OD I.,.._
(8)
Other (Pleue specify)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(1)

Wu your goal (indicmled above) achieved by 1be time you lelt Treaty Olk?
To wbat -

(I) Yeo

(2) No

are you satisfied with the programs Ind 1orviceo that the College provided to milt you in achieving your goal?

(!) Vory Smsfied

(2) Somewbat Satisfied

(3) Undecided

(S) Vory Diuatisfied

(4) Somewhll Dissatisfied

Did you annplote one or more Developmental Courses during your ltlldies at Treaty Olk?

(I) Ym

(2) No

Have you been catified or lic:emed in your chooc:n prof011ion?

(!)Yes

(2) No

INSTRUCTION (Pleue rate the quality of instruction you received at Treaty Olk CommlDlity College.)
Superior

Quality of instruc:tiOD in major cuniculum
Quality of instruction not in major
Coune c:ontmt in major cuniculum
Faculty Advising
Access to fllculty
Lab Equipment and Facilitim
Evaluation by imtructon (grades, tmtl, etc.)
Cluamom size
Cost of books and supplies
Overall quality of instruction

(!)
(!)
(I)
(!)
(!)

(1)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(I)

Oood

Fair

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Oood

Fair
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Poor
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

(4)

No Buis for
Evaluation

(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)

5IllDEISI 5EBl'.I!:E5
Pleue rate the following 1<rviceo md facilitieo ll Treaty Olk:
AdmissiOlll and Records

Bookstore
Business Office
Continuing Education (aedit md non-aedit)
Co-op Program
Counseling/Advising S<rviceo
F"mancial Aid
Job Placement
Development Studies

Lilrlly/Lmming Rmoun:cs
Pwking
Smdent Activitiea
Sbldent Lounge

Superior
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)
(!)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Would you recommend Treaty Olk to a porson seeking to complete the 11me program? (!) Yes
Ifno, why not?

Poor
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

No Buis for
Evaluation

(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)
(S)

(2) No

C. EMPLOYMENT: If you are CUJTC11tly worlring full or part-time, pl-e respond ID the following items. If you are not working, pleue skip to
Section D.)
Pleue indicate your CUJT'Cllt employment status.
(!)
Employed full-time
(2)
Employed part-time
(3)
Military Sorvice full-time
(4)
Unemployed Ind seeking employment
(S)
Not employed 111d not seeking employment (because of choice - full time 11Udent 1tabll, illnOll, retirement, pregn111cy, etc.)
Your Job Tiiie: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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How did you find -

U..ut your preoeat paoilion?

(1)

Co-op...........

~

IWully W-ber
Frimd
Job Plllcemmt Service
Mililllry Reauilrr

(3)
(4)

(S)

l5)
(1)
(B)

(9)
(10)

N........,...
pm,.- _.Joym<llt ......,,,
S1llte employment agency
Local Community College (Treaty Oak)
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Pleae specify)

Did you bold your PftllODt job during yolD' llUdiel at Treaty Oak?

(I) Yeo

Are you employed in a job related ID your field of training?

(1) Y.. , it ii directly related.
(2) Y .., it is 1omewbat related.
(3) No, it is not related.

(2) No

Indicate the degree to which you arc aatilfied with YDID' prmmt job.
IH,r• oflob SalUfaclimt
Oiallmging and inlerelting wodt
Relatiom wilh colloagu..
Salary
Oppormnlty for advanc:emmt
O.cnll upec11 of job

Clood

Fair

Poor

(1)
(1)
(I)

(2)
(2)
(2)

(I)
(I)

(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

Have you received a promotion since you completed YDID' llUdiel at Treaty Oak?

(l)Y..

(2) No

Wbc ii yolD' 11111l1111alary before deduc:tiom (do not include ov<rtime)?
Bued on an average of_ _ _ bows per week.

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

D. EDUCATION:

Superior

()..$5,000
$5,CXJ0..$10,000
$10,ll00-$11>,000
$1.0,()00-$30,000

(S) $30,()00-$40,000
(6) $40,()00-$50,000
(7) $50,()00-$60,000
(8) Over $60,000

U you have continued your education since graduation, p1- reapond to 1he queatiom in 1hil section, if you arc not in 1cbool,
ploue lkip to Section E.)

Pleue give 1he nmne and localion of the imtitution you arc cum:ntly llttalding:
Nomeofinltitution: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Location: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

What ii your clauificalion and enrollman 1tatu1?

Clu1ifiqtiop

allllll.

(I) Freohman

(I) Full-time (12 credill or more)
(2) !'mt-time (leo1 1han 12 credit houn)

(2) Sophomore
(3) Junior
(4) Senior

(S)

Other

(pleueapecify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Indicate your ovcnll gnde point average for credita earned at !he lnnlfer acbool (bued on a 4-point lcale).
(1) Leu 1han 2.0
(4) 3.0-3.4
(2) 2.0-2.4
(S) 3.S and over
(3) 2.S-2.9
(6) Have not yet completed a full 1emeoter
Are you cum:ntly plD'IUing !he 1ame field of llUdy !hat you completed• Treaty Oak?

(I) y ..

(2) No

(lfno,pleueindicale yolD'preaontfield of study) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Did you have any problems transferring to the imtitution you are now llttalding?
(I) No, I had no problems ll'llllllfaring.
(2) Y ... all ll'llllllfer a-edill wae not aa:epled.
(3) Y ... I had problems meeting admil1iom requiremenll.
(4)

E.

Other-----------------------

COMMENTS: PLEASE TAKE A FEW MOMENTS AND PROVIDE ANY GENERAL COMMENTS THAT YOU CARE TO MAKE ABOUT

1REATY OAK COMMUNITY COl.ll!GE.

The following information is OPTIONAi. and will be used only if additional information is .-led to clarify a reapome. P l - feel free ID omit !his
information if you wish.
Nome

Telephone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

sassaNrsna

o~ :nIIVNNOI~sano
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APPl!NDIX B.

We ""' conducting a lllrVey of local bullinel- in m elfmt ID: (l) detamine the extmt to which Treaty Ollk ii comn1Nting to the goals of the community;
(2) uc:erWn iufmmation concerning your needs that - mighl be Ible to help med; and (3) evaluate the effectivene11 of Treaty Ollk Community College.
We would like to ...., thil information ID help improve the College. Your input ii vllluable to 111 and 1111 rmpoDIOI will be kept confidential. Pleue take a
few minuU!I md complete 1111 iteml that opply to you. Simply circle the number next ID the appropriate response or fill in the blank.
Thank you for your help.
Wm. E. Bell, Prmideat, Treaty Ollk Community College
Geaeral:
1.
Type of bUlinOls (circle u mmy u apply):
(1)
R«ail
(S)
(2)
WboJeaale
(6)
(3)
Service
(T)
(4)
IndUllrial
(8)

2.

Clovemmml Agency
Public Agency
Utility
Olbec(please specify) - - - - - -

How mmy anploy- do you employee?

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(S)

3.

4.

s.
6.

8.

(T)

100-200

2().30

(8)

20().300

30-40

(9)
(10)

ov<rSOO

(6)

40-SO

How do you advertise for new employeoo (cin:le •many that apply)?

!n-100

m.soo

Co-op Program
Through F.mployeoo
Word of Mouth
(4) Job PW:emmt Service
(S) Mili111ry Recruiter

(1)
(2)
(3)

Very
Important

Pleue rate the following 1111nbutoo of your office personnel.
Teclmical skills (Typing, Sboltband, Word Procooaing
Ability to mike indepmdeat deciaions
Humm relation skills
P<rsoolll skills (creativity, rmpomibility, loylllty, ecbica, depmdobility)
Olbec (please specify)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(6)

Newspopn

(T)

Private employmmt agmcy

(8)
(9)

Swe employmml agency

(10)

Local Community College (Treaty Ollk)
Olbec _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Not Applicable
tomyBusinms
(4)

Not
Important

Important
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

Do you anploy Treoty OU Community College gnduata?

(1)

YOI

(2)

1'i>

If so, do you feel tbot they ""' adequately trained to meet the needs of your busin011?

(1)

y ..

(2)

1'i>

Do you give employmml te1t1 to prospective office employees?

(1)

y ..

(2)

1'i>

If yoo, what do they U!lt? (Circle u mmy u opply)

7.

G-10
16-20

(1) Typing
(2) Sbortbmid
(3) Spelling

(4) F.nglilh usage
(5) Mac:bine dictation
(6) Olh<r (pl- specify) - - - - - -

Do you check referencoo tbot opplicanll lilt on their rmumOI or applications?

(1)

y.,.

(2)

1'i>

Do you check school tnmscripts?

(1)

Y..

(2)

1'i>

Pleue rate the following traits in prospective office employeoo.
Englisb usage skills
Prootre.ling skills
Public relations skills (pbooe, receptionist)
Reopomibility 111d Dopendobility
Orpnization
Motivation
Loyolty
Knowledge oftbe compmy
Btbics
Maturity
l'rof011ionalism
Flexibility
Reliability
Fulllre Potemilll
Other (please specify)

(3) Don't Know

Very
Important
(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Important

Not
Important

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Not Applicable
to my Businoos
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
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Acco••ll•1:
1.

What dulill would be omoc:m.d wilh a mmy-limll pooilicm in ..,..,,..ting?
(1)
-.
(5)
Payroll
(Z)
Cub "-ipll
(6)
Play C..h
('3)
Payablel
Collectlom

m

(4)

Job Colling

(.8)

Other - - - - - - -

2.

Would you prefer accouming job opplicantl to have ""'1.elllive compiler training u well u llCCOUllling principlol?

3.

Would a oec:ond year of accounting at lhe community college level help toward 1ewring a 1111ry-level accounting pooition?

(2)

(1) Yeo

(1)

y,.

(Z)

Ji>

0)

y,.

(Z)

Ji>

Ji>

Shorthand Hd Machl•e Traascrlptlon:
1.

Do you have politiom in your firm for which 1he job deocription requires 1horlhad?
L

b.

If yes, what llhorlhand opeec1 do you ftlljuire? _ __
If no, how do you handle routine correapoodmce? (circle u many u apply)

0)
(Z)
('3)

Traoaibe fJOm longhand

(4)

Other (pleue lpCCify) - - - -

(I)

y,.

Machine Tramaiption
Composed at Keyboard

2.

Do you have any politiom in your firm that ftlljWre machine lrlllllCription 11dlls7

3.

If you had a opming in your firm not requiring llmOgnphic 11dlls, would a peroon poue11ing lh•e lkilll have a edge over olher applic:anll if all

olherfactonwereequal?

(I)

y,.

(Z)

(Z)

Ji>

Ji>

IfY•,why? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Office S:rstems:
1.

2.

Indicate the number of p<rlODDel lhat you employ in lhe off"ice/bulineu field.

cl.
e.

L

clerical

b.

aeamria1

c.

d8la proceuing___

accounting
o1her (pleue specify)

lndicae lhe type, bnmd name, and number of piecm office equipment that are used in your office.
Type of l!quipment

II Avail8ble

BmodName

T:rpewrlling and File Maaa1emenl:
1.

What minimum typewriting pafonnance llaDdardl do you require of a prospective employee?
(wpm =words per minute)

2.

What types of filing are done in your office (circle u many u apply)?
(I)
Manual 110rage and relrleval (by hand)

(Z)
('3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

2Swpm
3Swpm
40wpme
4Swpm

(S) SOwpm
(6) SSwpm
(J) (,()wpm
(g)over(i()wpm

Computerized system - pleue lp8Cify what s y s t e m - - - - - - Mechanical system - pleue 1pecify what s y s t e m - - - - - - - -

What clauification sylllem do you use in your filing 1ystan (circle u many u apply)?

3.

4.

Cleognqmc

(1)
(Z)
('3)

AJpiabdic
Numeric

(S)
(6)

Chronologic

(1)

Alphanumaic
Subject

(4)

Pbon«ic

(.8)

Other (pleue 1pecify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

y,.

(Z)

Ji>

Ifyeo,which types of work are carboned? - - - - - - - - - - - - - y,.
Do you ftlljuire that lhe carbon copie1 be conected?
(I)

(Z)

Ji>

Do you ftlljuire carbon copi• to be made of any worl< pnpm-ed in your office?

0)

In whlll areu of typewriting do you find weakne11eo in new office employ""' (Circle u many u apply)?
(I)
Speed
(4)
Formlllting
(Z)
N:ancy
(S)
Proor-!ing
('3)
Spelling
(6)
Olher(pleuelp8Cify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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rr--···

l•for••tloa
Q••tl••:
1.
DD >""' expect . . mlly-"""'1 mnployee ID mow bow ID popmn a compilillr'I
2.

Does your compony use compuUn (c:ircle 11mmty11 apply)?

If ya, whll lcind?

(1)

Y•

Cl)

No

(1)

Y•

Cl)

No

(1)
No
Cl)
Y•
Cl)
No
(1)
MadntDlh
Y•
(I)
Cl)
No
Applen Serieo
Y•
(I)
Cl)
No
M8iali1lne
Y•
lfmainfl'lme,pl-e give lnnd/modcl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Olher (pleue apecify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

mM & Compmtibleo

3.

With what 101\ware opplicaliom do you expect mt en1ly level employee to be fllmilior (c:ircle 11may11 apply)?
Operating Syatem (DOS)
(I)
Y•
Cl)
No
Word Pn>oeoaing
(1)
Y•
(2)
No
o-i..e
(1)
Y•
(2)
No
Spremsbeet
(1)
Y•
(2)
No
Communicaliom
(1)
Y•
(2)
No
CJraiDics
(1)
y..
(2)
No
Accollllling
(1)
y.
Cl)
No
Olher(pl...eapecify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

Pleue iDdialle which aoftware ~ (11 may 11 apply) you are uaing for eecli of the following applicatiom that you uae. Pl-e indialle !heir
imporlllllce to >""' by circling the lpp"Oprille number for -=II pmcbge.
VfitY
Not
Not Applicable
Name of Software Pmcbge
lmporlllDt
lmporlllDt
lmpmUDt
to my Buaineaa
~
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)
n.ai..e
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)
Word Proceaing
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)
Onpiics
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)
CommunicaliOIUI
(I)
Cl)
('3)
(4)
Accounling
(I)
Cl)
('3)
(4)
Deoktop Publiabing
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)
Olber (pleme apecify)
(1)
(2)
('3)
(4)

Do you have IDY plmll to cbmp or odd to your uae of the obove aoftware pod<aga?

(I)

Yea

(2)

No

If ID, what cbmgeo are planned?

S.

What other general infonmtion doe& mt enlly-level employee need to know about lnformaion Proceuing funcUOIUI in today'• office?

6.

What do you think ii the one molt important concept we ahould be teaching to community college information proceaaing student&?

COMMENTS:

PLEASE TAKE A FEW MOMENTS AND PROVIDE ANY GENERAL COMMENTS THAT YOU CARI! TO MAKE.

Thank you VfltY much for your participaticm in thia aurvey.
The following information ii OP1JQNA!. and will be uaed cmly if additional information ii needed to clarify a reopome. Pleue feel free to omit thia
information if you wish.
Name__
TelephoneNumbec _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

::> XION:!lddV
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APPENDIX C. COVER LETTER SENT WITH FIRST MAILING

June 7, 1989

TREATY OAK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NEEDS YOUR HELP!

The enclosed questionnaire is a part of an on-going effort to better
serve our community. Treaty Oak Community College would like to
use this information to improve our services and curriculum to
meet your needs.
Please take a few moments, complete the enclosed survey and mail
it back right away. Please be assured that your comments will be
summarized along with other respondents to help assess Treaty Oak
Community College programs. Your comments are vital to our
overall assessment.
After completing the survey, simply re-fold it with Treaty Oak's
address and postage showing, staple or tape it and put it in the
mail.
Thank you so much for assisting us in this important study.

Wm. E. Bell
President
kob
Enclosure

0 XION:!ddV
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APPENDIX D. COVER LETTER SENT WITH SECOND MAILING.

July 28, 1989

WE WANT YOUR INPUT!

Last month you were sent a questionnaire to be used as a part of an
on-going effort to better serve your needs. Treaty Oak Community
College would like to use this information to improve our services
and curriculum. Your opinion is vital in helping us determine
necessary changes. Please be assured that all responses will
remain confidential.
We are enclosing a copy of this survey in the hope that you will take
a few moments, complete the survey and mail it back right away.
Your comments will be summarized along with other respondents to
help assess Treaty Oak Community College programs.
After completing the survey, simply re-fold it with Treaty Oak's
address and postage showing, staple or tape it and put it in the
mail.
Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to provide us
with this valuable information.

Wm. E. Bell
President
kob
Enclosure

3: XIQN3:ddV
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A.A.
A.A.S.
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting - Assoc. of Applied Sci.
Accounting and Computer Certificates
Accounting-Associate
Adminstrative Secretary-AAS
Applied Science
Associate of Applied Science
Bus. Admin.
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business Administration
Business and Computer Training
Business Management
Business Management
Business Management - AA
Business Management and Accounting - AA
Computer Applications
Computer Science
Computers Certificate and Assoc. in Accounting
General
General and Administrative Secretary
General Secretary
General Secretary/Word Processing
General studies
General Studies/Microcomputer Information Systems
Liberal Arts
Micrcomputer
Microcomputer Certificate
Nursing
Pre-Nursing
Psychology
Secretarial
Secretarial Certificate/Word Processing

d XIGN:!IddV
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**

The understanding and guidance I received at Treaty
Oak gave me the impetus to keep going with my
education. The extra help and individual attention
from the instructors helped immeasurably in my
understanding and comprehension of the subjects I
studied. This gave me confidence to continue. Treaty
Oak is certainly friendlier than P.S.U., and it is
more concerned that students succeed than P.S.U. is.
I wish I could have taken all my classes at Treaty
Oak.

**

More night classes for full-time workers. More
classes starting at 5 or 6 pm instead of 7 pm.

**

I think T.O. really meets a need in our community and
I'm very glad it is here and I'm supportive of it.
For it's size, I think it meets a good range of needs.
In the lab classes and individual instructional
classes I would like to see greater access to the
instructors or maybe even an additional instructor.

**

I feel that the requirements for graduation should be
looked into.
I am a student who maintains a 3.75-4.00
grade point average and works 35 hours a week.
I was
not allowed to graduate because I needed two classes
in the fall, because of this rule I am held over to
graduate in 1990 while my class associates graduate in
1989. Please re-evaluate these rules for future
students.

**

I believe I received a quality education at the junior
college level. The teachers were very supportive, and
I feel confident to continue my education.

**

The school has a lot to offer for a lower division
college.
I would suggest making it clearer to
students what is necessary to transfer to a 4 year
college and to start thinking about the classes that
are accepted. Everyone at Treaty Oak is wonderful in
my eyes and heart.

**

Good instructors, good help with class planning,
excellent computer lab. Need better facilities, now
too small for much expansion. Must have better
parking.
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**

Treaty Oak has and offers most of the regular classes
colleges and universities offer. It is a great place
to start a chosen career and it's inexpensive. I
really enjoyed it.

**

I enjoyed attending Treaty Oak and would like to
return in the near future.
I found the instructors
very helpful and materials I needed very close at
hand.
I found the atmosphere very warm and friendly.

**

I feel Treaty Oak is an excellent opportunity for a
single parent to learn a skill that will enable them
to support a family. Without the financial aid
opportunity I would have been unable to attend. The
personal growth is also very rewarding.

**

The 30%+ increase in out-of-state tuition is of
concern to me. This increase took place in less than
one year. And if it continues at this rate, I'm not
certain I can complete my degree. Overall, I have
found that attending TOCC has been pleasant and
rewarding.

**

Physical plant is inadequate, faculty and staff very
good, ambience very good, catered functions very good.
I, too, would like to see Treaty Oak gain C.C. status
so that an adequate building could be purchased.
There should be more information available about
course contents prior to enrollment.

**

Treaty Oak Community College is located in my home
town. This gave me the opportunity to continue my
education. Because I am raising a family, going to
school in another town would not have been possible.
Thank you, Treaty Oak.

**

Treaty Oak taught me very much in such a short time.
Thank you.

**

Treaty Oak and the faculty are very much the reason I
have achieved the goals that I have.

**

My experience at Treaty Oak has been a very positive
one. The staff are very encouraging and seem to
genuinely care about the students.

**

Treaty Oak needs to become a comm. college so that it
can look into purchasing/expanding campus. Also, have
full-time instructors under direct contract with TOCC
not PCC.
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**

Please note that I work only when I want to. There is
currently no need for me to work full-time. Having an
education in Microcomputers makes it possible for me
to call the shots. And, much to my delight, I have
found that the computer education I received at T.O.
has prepared me for the work environment.

**

I would like to see TOCC become a community college in
its own right (not a service district to PCC) and I
would like T.O. to have a REAL campus here in The
Dalles.

**

T.O. is a good community college. I will continue to
support it even after my graduation. Because most
terms I have to go part-time, there have been some
frustrations with classes offered and times. But, I
keep plugging on. Also, my major is not offered (ITP)
so there is another frustration.

**

Being a teacher, I would appreciate the same kind of
respect and individualization in your program that I
try to provide in mine. I felt this was severely
lacking in lab classes. No one cared whether I was
learning or not. The "right" answer seemed to be the
most important thing. Few required courses are ever
offered at night, the only time some of us can attend!

**

Would recommend Treaty Oak to anyone who wanted to
enhance their skills.

**

Saw a lack of communication between school
administration and students and faculty.

**

I think the lab needs to be larger, including more
computers available to students. Also, a quiet area
for studying would be helpful.

**

Thank you for the opportunity to share. T.o.c.c. was
by far the finest preparatory curriculum for a fouryear degree I was able to find. No frills - no hype,
just good strong academics.

**

Instructors were very helpful by being encouraging.
They were very supportive of me to continue my
education. Great staff!

**

I enjoyed my time at TO and the staff has instilled a
very strong desire to continue on and become as
qualified and valued (employee) and person as I can
be. TO is more like being with family than going to
school because you have retained the individual and
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personal touch.
I really appreciate all the help and
support I received from faculty and staff.

**

I think Treaty Oak is great and staff is excellent.
There are two incidents that I wish had not happened.

1.
Spring term 1988 (I believe), I came down with
pneumonia and missed the last 2-3 weeks of school.
I
requested an incomplete in the Basic Math class that I
was taking.
I planned to finish the class next term
because I felt the accounting class I was taking was
the more important. I was not told (or made aware)
that the class had to be finished within a certain
time frame the next term. Due to a heavier work
schedule summer term and the need to help my husband
with his business when I inquired about finishing the
class, I was told that the time frame was past and
since I was leaving for vacation I didn't have time to
take care of this before the end of the term.
At that time, I requested that since the class was 80%
finished, could I just get credit for a two credit
class and I would finish the class the next term. The
lady in the learning center felt this could be done.
I later found this had been denied and my records
apparently shown an Incomplete for the Basic Math
class. I will not take this class over, nor pay full
tuition for the class again, because it is not
necessary for my course of study.
I do accept the
responsibility for this, but I sure think there could
have been more communication from the proper people so
this Incomplete would not be on my record. At the
time I took the incomplete I had an "A" in the class.
2.
I stood in line the first day of registration for
Spring term (for at least an hour) getting my husband
registered for a computer class. When he arrived at
class he found that his name was not on the class list
and the class was full. He was told that he could sit
next to someone and continue taking the class, but for
actual hands on experience during class he would not
have the use of a computer.
Dan is a retired physician and has had all the
classroom study that he ever wants to take -- this was
going to be a fun class for him. At any rate, sitting
next to someone was not a satisfactory alternative for
him, he dropped the class. I hope he will try again
fall term. Thank you.

APPENDIX G
TYPE, BRAND, AND NUMBER OF PIECES OF OFFICE EQUIPMENT USED
BY RESPONDENTS OF BUSINESS SURVEY
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Type of Equipment

Brand

Calculator

Canon
Sharp
Swintec
Radio Shack
Brand Unreported
AT&T
Cherry
Compaq
Data General
Datapoint
IBM Compatible
IBM
Macintosh
Taxan
TI
Brand Unreported
Canon

Computer

Copier

3M

CRT
FAX

Phone
Plotter
Postage Meter
Transcriber
Typewriter

Brand Unreported
Burroughs
Canon
Panasonic
Brand Unreported
Panasonic
IBM
Pitney Bowes
Dictaphone
Canon
IBM
Olympia/Canon
Sears
Brand Unreported

# of
Pieces
4
3
1
1

16
4
1

3

15
3

10
4
1

1
1
1

6
1

12
1
1
1
1

3
1

1
1
3

14
3
2
8
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SPREADSHEET

Excel, Microsoft Works
IBM
Lotus
Lotus
Lotus 123
Peachtree
DATABASE
DBase III+
HAOS
IBM
Microsoft Works
Q &A
R-Base
WORD PROCESSING
Display Write, Write Now
IBM
Microsoft Works
Multimate
Prof. Write/WordPerfect
Q &A
WordPerfect
WordPerfect
GRAPHICS
IBM
Microsoft Works
COMMUNICATIONS
Electronic Mail
IBM
Microsoft Works
ACCOUNTING
AR Mediquest
Excel and Microsoft Works
Medical is
Peachtree
Redwing
OTHER SOFTWARE PACKAGES USED
AR Mediquest
MOS Scales International Ltd.

APPENDIX I
GENERAL INFORMATION NEED BY ENTRY-LEVEL
INFORMATION PROCESSING EMPLOYEES
REPORTED BY LOCAL BUSINESSES
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**

Pride in work. No job -- no matter how boring,
tedious or seeming unimportant is without value.
Many jobs such as filing, phone messages and manners
may not be considered as important as other tasks but
are so vital to the professional image and efficiency
of the organization.

**

The skills needed are covered in the questionnaire.
I would emphasize computer familiarity and
information systems.

**

Needs to know how to read, write, and do
computations. Must also pass a four-hour clerk
carrier exam. Should have a good memory.

APPENDIX J
MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPT THAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT
TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE INFORMATION PROCESSING STUDENTS
AS REPORTED BY LOCAL BUSINESSES
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**

Pride in doing accurate work. The attitude that
they're lucky to have a job -- we don't owe them a
job, they have to earn it every work day!

**

Honesty, willingness to learn.

**

Their appearance in applying for a job. Willingness
to work at a starting salary, entry level. Able to
meet the public.

**

These types of skills are vital to any organization
and competency guarantees job security.

**

Use of computers.

**

Attitudes.

**

Basics.

**

Spelling, grammar, proofreading.

S~N~WWO~
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**

Appearance counts too.

**

Very comprehensive questionnaire.
trained workforce in this area.

**

Most people we have interviewed in the past were not
screened for the job requirements being offered them.
They sent everyone! Most were unable to express
themselves and not willing to try to make any changes
if it inconvenienced them in any way!

**

I'm impressed with the Treaty Oak c.c. staff, courses
offered, and other services to the students and
community. Thank you for what I, personally, have
gained from Treaty Oak and what you will continue to
provide to others in the future.

**

We don't hire employees because we've learned most
have questionable ethics and do the minimum amount of
work required to get by. We've learned "If you want
a job done right -- do it yourself."

First impressions.
We welcome a well-

